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This appeal arises out of an order of the Circuit Court for Baltimore City denying a

motion for new trial filed by appellant, Detective Anthony Fata (“Fata”) of the Baltimore

Police Department.  Fata was indicted on June 22, 2012 in relation to an incident that

occurred on January 18, 2011 in which Fata was shot in the thigh.  A jury ultimately

convicted Fata of perjury, misconduct in office, and workers’ compensation fraud.  Fata

subsequently filed a motion for new trial, contending that he was prohibited from mounting

a proper defense due to several errors associated with the trial court’s determination that

certain pieces of evidence would be admissible for the purpose of impeaching Fata.  The

circuit court denied Fata’s motion for new trial on November 12, 2013. 

On appeal, Fata presents one issue for our review, which we have reproduced,

verbatim, below:

1. Did the circuit court err in denying appellant’s Motion

for New Trial?

For the reasons that follow, we affirm the judgment of the Circuit Court for Baltimore

City.

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On January 18, 2011, Fata, then a detective in the Homicide Unit of the Baltimore

Police Department, was shot in the thigh in the stairwell of a parking garage located near the

Baltimore Police Department headquarters.  Fata alleged that he was shot by an unknown

assailant after a brief altercation in the stairwell of the parking lot.  Several days after the

shooting occurred, Fata provided police investigators with information used to develop a

composite sketch of Fata’s alleged assailant.  The police failed to identify a suspect who



matched Fata’s description. The police investigators further detected inconsistencies in the

various accounts of the incident that Fata had provided to them.

On January 18, 2011, Fata filed a workers’ compensation claim with the Baltimore

Police Department seeking benefits associated with his injury.  Fata’s claim was subsequently

submitted to the Workers’ Compensation Commission.  The initial value of Fata’s claim was

set at $47,000 to compensate Fata for four weeks of missed work and his medical costs, both

past and future, attributable to the shooting.  Thereafter, the value of Fata’s claim was raised

to $78,000 to account for shoulder surgery that Fata required as a result of his injuries.

The Workers’ Compensation Commission held a hearing on Fata’s claim on June 29,

2011.  At this hearing, Fata reiterated his initial claim that he was shot in the stairwell of a

parking lot at close range by an unknown assailant.  Fata further testified that he was “100

percent positive” that he was not shot with his own weapon.  The commission ultimately

denied Fata’s claim.

Fata was indicted on June 22, 2012 and his trial before a jury commenced on

August 12, 2013.  On August 19, 2013, the State informed Fata that it had acquired potential

impeachment evidence that it would use against Fata if he testified at trial.  The evidence

obtained by the State related to an investigation by the Internal Investigations Division (IID)

of the Baltimore Police Department concerning a sustained finding that Fata was absent
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without leave (AWOL) during two days in April 2012.   The court ruled that, in the event1

Fata testified at trial, the State could impeach Fata with evidence “that a charge was sustained

against [Fata], for absent without leave and that it involved at least failure to document the

medical basis for his leave.”  This preliminary ruling was issued by the judge outside the

presence of the jury.  Thereafter, Fata elected not to testify at his trial.  A jury subsequently

convicted Fata of perjury, misconduct in office, and a workers’ compensation fraud with a

benefits value exceeding $10,000 on August 21, 2013.

On September 3, 2013, Fata timely filed a motion for new trial, alleging that the court

erred in ruling on the admissibility associated with the IID investigation.  In his motion, Fata

claimed that the court’s ruling undermined his defense because it led Fata to elect not to

testify.  The court ultimately denied Fata’s motion for new trial on November 12, 2013.  Fata

subsequently filed this timely appeal.

 Although the State asserted at Fata’s trial that it had Fata’s entire IID personnel file1

available for the court’s review, it was revealed at the hearing on Fata’s motion for new trial

that the State had in its possession only summaries of several IID investigations concerning

Fata.  The State had obtained these summaries from the State Attorney’s Office’s Police

Integrity Unit.  The trial court ruled that only one of these IID investigations was sufficiently

relevant to the crimes with which Fata was charged.  The trial court determined that the lone

relevant IID investigation could be used for impeachment purposes should Fata testify at

trial.  The State, therefore, never actually reviewed Fata’s entire police department or IID

personnel file.
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DISCUSSION

I. Standard of Review

Maryland Rule 2-533(a) provides that any “party may file a motion for a new trial

within ten days after entry of judgment.” Md. Rule 2-533(a).  The Court of Appeals of

Maryland has “consistently taken the position that denials of motions for new trials are

reviewable on appeal and that discretionary rulings on such motions are subject to reversal

where there is an abuse of discretion.”  Merritt v. State, 367 Md. 17, 28 (2001).  “The abuse

of discretion standard requires a trial judge to use his or her discretion soundly and the record

must reflect the exercise of that discretion.”  Campbell v. State, 373 Md. 637, 665-66 (2003). 

“Abuse occurs when a trial judge exercises discretion in an arbitrary or capricious manner

or when he or she acts beyond the letter or reason of the law.” Id. (citing Ricks v. State, 312

Md. 11, 31 (1988)).

A trial judge’s discretion in ruling on a motion for new trial, however, is not static. 

Rather, “the breadth of a trial judge's discretion to grant or deny a new trial . . . will expand

or contract depending upon the nature of the factors being considered, and the extent to

which its exercise depends upon the opportunity the trial judge had to feel the pulse of the

trial, and to rely on his or her own impressions in determining questions of fairness and

justice.”  Argyrou v. State, 349 Md. 587, 600 (1998).  “Where a motion for a new trial asks

the trial judge to draw upon his or her own view of the weight of the evidence, the net effect

of accumulated errors or improprieties by counsel, or a determination of whether justice is
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served by the verdict, the judge's range of discretion is at its broadest.”  Manders v. Brown,

101 Md. App. 191, 201 (1994) (citing Buck v. Cam’s Broadloom Rugs, 328 Md. 51, 58-59

(1992)).

II. Motion for New Trial

A. Fata’s Decision Not to Testify

Fata contends that the circuit court erred in denying his motion for new trial.  The crux

of Fata’s argument in his motion for new trial is that the circuit court erred in ruling that the

results of Fata’s earlier IID investigation were admissible against him for impeachment

purposes should he elect to testify.  Fata claims that he would have testified in his own

defense at trial but for the court’s erroneous decision to permit the State to introduce the IID

investigation evidence for impeachment.  

Fata, therefore, attempts to use the denial of his motion for new trial as a vehicle for

challenging the evidentiary ruling issued by a trial court.  Fata requests that we overturn his

conviction based on evidence that was ruled admissible but never actually admitted into

evidence due to Fata’s election not to testify.  Essentially, after not testifying and therefore

avoiding impeachment by the IID investigation, Fata now claims he was precluded from

testifying due to the existence of the impeachment evidence that was never actually used at

trial.  This tactic has been expressly prohibited by the Court of Appeals.

In Jordan v. State, the trial court ruled that a juvenile defendant’s confession while

in police custody would be admissible against him solely for impeachment purposes. 
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Jordan v. State, 323 Md. 151, 152-54 (1991).  At trial, the defendant argued that the

confession should be suppressed because it was not voluntarily given.  Id. at 154.  The trial

court ruled that the defendant’s confession was made voluntarily, but that at the time the

defendant confessed he had not knowingly waived his right to counsel.  Id.  The court,

therefore, permitted the State to use the defendant’s confession against him at trial, should

he testify, for impeachment purposes only.  Id.  The defendant declined to testify at trial and

was ultimately convicted.  Id.

On appeal, the defendant in Jordan argued that the trial court erred in determining that

his confession would be admissible for impeachment purposes at trial.  Id. at 154-55.  The

Court of Appeals, however, held that it “was not inclined to review a trial court's decision

authorizing the State to use particular evidence when, as a result of a tactical decision by the

defendant, the State ultimately was precluded from utilizing that same evidence.” Id. at 156. 

The Court held that, given the defendant’s own decision not to testify, the alleged injury was

too “remote and speculative.”  Id.  The Court explained its reasoning as follows:

Just as [the defendant’s] potential injury is speculative, the right

he is asserting is also speculative. If we assume [the defendant]

is correct and the trial judge erroneously ruled that the

confession was voluntary, then it is not clear how [the

defendant’s] constitutional rights were violated. His right

against self-incrimination was not infringed upon, as he elected

not to testify. His right to take the witness stand could ultimately

be preserved since, if he testified and was improperly impeached

with an involuntary statement, any conviction would be reversed

on appeal. What [the defendant] really seems to be asking for is

that, when a trial judge improperly rules that an involuntary

confession can be used to impeach, the defendant ought to be
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able to avoid the effect of the ruling by not taking the stand, but

still have his conviction reversed because evidence that

ultimately was never introduced should not even have been

available for introduction.

Id. at 156-57.

The scenario presented by the instant case mirrors that in Jordan v. State.  Fata’s

challenge to a provisional evidentiary ruling by the trial court cannot be reviewed on appeal. 

Like the defendant’s confession in Jordan, the results of Fata’s earlier IID investigation were

deemed admissible, should Fata testify, for impeachment purposes only. Neither the

defendant’s confession in Jordan nor the results of Fata’s IID investigation, however, were

actually entered into evidence or used for impeachment because both defendants declined to

testify.

In light of Fata’s election not to testify, it is far too speculative to assume that Fata

was at all harmed or prejudiced by the trial court’s decision to allow the IID investigation

evidence to be used for impeachment.  We do not profess to know what Fata would have

testified at trial had he elected to testify.  Accordingly, we cannot speculate as to whether the

State would have actually found it necessary to impeach Fata with the IID report.  We,

therefore, hold that Fata’s challenge to the court’s evidentiary ruling regarding the IID

investigation is not properly before us.

B. Preservation of Issues on Appeal

Assuming arguendo that this Court is somehow able to review the provisional

evidentiary ruling of the trial court notwithstanding Fata’s decision not to testify, we hold
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that none of the arguments Fata presented in his motion for new trial are adequately

preserved on appeal.

In the hearing on Fata’s motion for new trial, Fata asserted that it was improper for

the court to rule that the IID investigation materials were admissible on four related grounds. 

First, the impeachment evidence was not timely disclosed to Fata until the middle of his trial. 

Second, the Baltimore Police Department violated the Law Enforcement Officers’ Bill of

Rights (LEOBR)  in carrying out the IID investigation regarding Fata.  In particular, Fata2

contends that he was never notified, pursuant to the LEOBR,  when the adverse IID3

investigation materials were placed in his personnel file.  This lack of notice under the

LEOBR also contributed to the unfair surprise Fata alleges he suffered when the State first

brought the IID investigation to his attention at trial.  Third, Fata contends that the trial court

should have reviewed his entire personnel file rather than the mere summary of the IID

investigation obtained by the State.  Fourth, Fata claims that had the IID investigation been

 The LEOBR is codified in Sections 3-101 through 3-113 of the Public Safety Article2

of the Maryland Code.

 Section 3-104(o)(1) of the Public Safety Article provides, in pertinent part:3

The law enforcement agency may not insert adverse material

into a file of the law enforcement officer, except the file of the

internal investigation or the intelligence division, unless the law

enforcement officer has an opportunity to review, sign, receive

a copy of, and comment in writing on the adverse material.

Md. Code (2003, 2011 Repl. Vol.), §3-104(o)(1) of the Public Safety Article.
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timely disclosed to him during his trial, he would have been able to acquire evidence that

contradicted the IID’s adverse findings.

None of the four claims articulated by Fata at the hearing on his motion for new trial

are properly preserved for appellate review.  Indeed, the record in this case is devoid of any

objection raised by Fata on such grounds after the State brought the IID report to the

attention of the court.  Before Fata contemplated testifying at trial, the following colloquy

ensued:

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Your Honor, we are intending on

having the defendant testify at this point in time.

THE COURT: Okay.  Advise him of his choice.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Okay.  Before we do that, I just

wanted to inquire of the State as to whether or not there was any

file that was received for that [IID] investigation?

* * *

THE COURT: And what is the impeachable circumstance?

[PROSECUTOR]: The first, Your Honor, is the one we referred

to earlier that the defendant has been -- has had findings

sustained with respect to misconduct allegations centering on his

representing to his supervisors that he was -- he missed work

because of treatment that he was receiving.  When his

supervisors investigated this, they were told by his treating

physician that not only had the physician not seen him in that

preceding week but had not at all sent him for treatment.  And

he was found absent without leave and the finding was

sustained.

* * *
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THE COURT: What [sic] the defense’s position about that?

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Well, I don’t see how being absent

without leave or having the facts sustained for him for being

absent without leave pays any relevance as to his credibility so

again, I don’t think that that’s an issue that should come in.  But

of course, I am exercising some precaution here at this point.

* * *

THE COURT: What’s the defense’s position if I were to limit

this, this event to being inquired that a complaint was brought

against him and the complaint was sustained on the charge of

absent without leave or missing work and not being under the

medical treatment that he had claimed.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: My position on it is that he won’t be

taking the stand if that’s what is coming in.  Your Honor, again,

I think that the meat of the issue here is this, I think that what is

appropriate in this particular case, let me back up for a second,

the charge itself does not in any way, shape or form bound his

credibility.  Perhaps the facts underlying that charge do.  But I

don’t think that that’s what is really allowed to be delved into in

this sort of situation.  I think you’re dealing purely with the issue

of whether or not he was -- he had a fact sustained finding

against him.  I think it’s fairly analogous to bringing in other

wrongs, crimes, that sort of evidence, I mean, it’s fairly

(inaudible), but nonetheless, I mean, if the Court’s position is

that that question will be allowed then I don’t think that I am in

the position where I can advise my client to testify so, I mean,

that’s the situation as it stands.

* * *

THE COURT: [. . .] Now, in this case, the probative value

would be as to the defendant’s truth telling ability to authorities. 

It would seem to me that bringing in fake notes to get out of

gym is something that some -- a student does that sheds light on

believability, on truth-telling ability.  So I think we’re in a

relevant area here, but I think that we should find a way to limit
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this, this instance to minimize all of the items which could be

probative but eliminate the items which are probative which also

have the effect of casting the defendant as a bad person who

would do such things, I don’t think we can go that far with it. 

We can’t get into propensity areas here.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Your Honor, based upon that sort of

preliminary ruling on the issue, and based upon the fact that I

am -- and I am not blaming the State for this but based upon the

fact that I sort of just got wind of these [IID] complaints, I am

just going to ask for a couple of minutes to talk to my client. 

I’ve only got I think one or two more witnesses max, we’re

definitely going to be done with witnesses [today].  I am just

asking for a couple of minutes to talk to him and make a

determination as to what we’re going to do here.

THE COURT: All right.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Because I understand where Your

Honor is going with this and I, you know, it certainly will be

determined as to whether or not he decides to take the stand.

THE COURT: Well, understand my ruling is that the State can

get into this, exactly how far we have not hammered out but that

it would be that a charge was sustained against him, for absent

without leave and that it involved at least failure to document

the medical basis for his leave.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: I understand.

* * *

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: Do you mind if I take 15 minutes on

this, Your Honor?

THE COURT: Yeah.

* * *
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THE COURT: All right.  Let the Clerk know when you are

ready, she will notify me and we’ll go back right on the bench

and get moving.

[DEFENSE COUNSEL]: I will, Your Honor, thank you.

When the proceedings resumed, Fata invoked his Fifth Amendment privilege and

elected not to testify.  The exchange detailed above illustrates the fact that the only objection

Fata raised to the admission of the IID reports at trial was one based loosely on the grounds

of relevancy.  Fata never claimed that he was unfairly surprised by the State’s untimely

disclosure of the potential impeachment evidence.  Indeed, Fata expressly acknowledged that

he was “not blaming the State” for the timing of the disclosure of the IID report.  

Moreover, the court allowed Fata as much time as needed to confer with counsel

concerning this new piece of evidence and how it would affect his decision to testify.  Fata

did not pursue a continuance or other course of action and instead elected not to testify. 

Therefore, none of the grounds identified in Fata’s motion for new trial are preserved on

appeal.  This Court cannot ascertain whether the trial court abused its discretion when it was

never asked to make findings at the trial level on the issues Fata subsequently raised in his

motion for new trial.

B. Abuse of Discretion

Assuming arguendo that the arguments presented in Fata’s motion for new trial are

properly preserved for appellate review, we hold that the trial court did not abuse its

discretion in denying Fata’s motion for new trial and making the IID investigation evidence
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available for impeachment purposes.  As recited, supra, a trial court’s denial of a motion for

new trial is reviewed under a heavily deferential standard.  In particular, where, as here, a

motion for new trial requests that a court consider the accumulated errors of counsel and the

interests of justice, we defer to the trial judge’s discretion in ruling on the motion. 

Despite Fata’s contention that he was unfairly surprised at trial by the State’s untimely

disclosure of its potential impeachment evidence, the circuit court found that no discovery

violation had occurred.  In particular, the court noted that Fata had failed to object to the

State’s potential impeachment evidence based on surprise when the evidence was first shared

with Fata at trial, and failed to request a continuance or other relief thereafter.  Moreover, the

court found Fata’s claim of unfair surprise to be without merit because Fata, “whether he

[was] suspended or not, ha[d] the right either directly or through counsel, to inspect his

personnel file at all times and could have inspected it the day before, but did not.”  

The court further found that the State’s method of disclosure did not violate Maryland

Rule 4-263, which governs discovery in circuit court.  The court found that “[t]here is simply

nothing in the discovery rule that requires the State to check out the defendant’s personnel

file, be it a police officer personnel file or personnel file in some other work circumstance

and turn it over to the defendant at any particular time.”  Additionally, Fata failed to prove

that the State could have disclosed the impeachment evidence any earlier, as there was no

evidence that the State received or became aware of Fata’s previous IID investigation before

it disclosed the information to Fata.
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Fata further maintains that the trial court erred in making Fata’s IID investigation

report available for impeachment purposes at trial because the Baltimore Police Department

violated the LEOBR in conducting the IID investigation.  In particular, Fata alleges that he

was not provided with proper notice under the LEOBR when the IID investigation was

commenced against him.  The LEOBR requires law enforcement agencies to give an officer

notice and an opportunity to respond when adverse material will be added to the officer’s

personnel file.  Md. Code (2003, 2011 Repl. Vol.), §3-104(o)(1) of the Public Safety Article. 

Fata argues that he was completely unaware of the IID investigation that the State sought to

admit at trial to impeach him, implying that the Baltimore Police Department failed to give

Fata the statutorily required notice and opportunity to respond.  Fata, however, failed to

specify how a violation of the LEOBR relates to the admissibility of evidence in a criminal

trial.  Rather, Fata posited that the lack of LEOBR notice contributed to the unfair surprise

he allegedly experienced when the State brought the IID investigation to his attention at trial. 

As discussed supra, however, the trial court adequately addressed Fata’s unfair surprise

claim without abusing its discretion.

Fata further contends that it was improper for the trial court to issue a preliminary

ruling on the admissibility of the IID report having only examined a summary of the IID’s

investigation rather than Fata’s entire IID personnel file.  Fata argues that, without examining

the contents of Fata’s entire IID personnel file, there is no way of knowing whether any

documentation concerning the IID investigation is actually in Fata’s file.  If there is no
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documentation of the investigation in Fata’s file, then it would be unfair to assume that Fata

would have been aware of this investigation had he simply exercised his right to review his

file.  

At the hearing on Fata’s motion for new trial, the court rejected this argument because

Fata never examined the contents of his file to verify that it was devoid of any reference to

the IID investigation the State sought to introduce at trial.   The trial court thus classified this

argument as merely “a possible argument” and underscored “[t]he fact that [Fata] ha[d] the

access to [his] file to raise all of the complaints” presented in his motion for new trial, but

neglected to do so during his trial.  As such, the court disregarded Fata’s argument that the

court should have reviewed Fata’s entire IID personnel file before ruling on the admissibility

of an IID summary report obtained by the State.

Finally, Fata argues that if he had received timely notice of the IID investigation --

either through earlier disclosure of the IID report by the State or through the LEOBR notice 

requirements -- he would have been able to obtain evidence that contradicted the IID’s

findings.  If Fata had wanted to search for evidence to contradict the State’s potential

impeachment evidence, however, Fata could have simply requested that the court permit him

the opportunity to locate such evidence.  As described above, Fata only requested a brief

period of 15 minutes to confer with counsel regarding the IID report obtained by the State. 

After this period, Fata invoked his Fifth Amendment privilege not to testify, never indicating

that he needed additional time to respond to the State’s potential impeachment evidence.  
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Moreover, given that Fata declined to testify, any evidence that Fata could have

obtained to contradict the IID’s adverse finding is moot.  Because Fata did not testify, we do

not know whether the State would have actually sought to impeach Fata with the IID report. 

We, therefore, cannot speculate as to whether Fata would have had any use for exculpatory

evidence at trial had he been informed of the IID investigation at an earlier time.

The record in this case provides clear evidence of a sound exercise of discretion by

the trial court.  For these reasons, the trial court properly denied Fata’s motion for new trial. 

Accordingly, we affirm the judgment of the Circuit Court for Baltimore City.  

JUDGMENT OF THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR

BALTIMORE CITY AFFIRMED.  COSTS TO BE

PAID BY THE APPELLANT.
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